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#T »rrf% ‘ from the first, have I had this 

fear,’ 6, 21. 

—^TRl^T ^3553? qfiTWTTF, ‘ the mouths of all began to water, 5, 2. 

S,—vifr #rc, ‘ the eyes of Hari became filled with 

tears’, 9, 52. 

#7 ‘he goes out from the courtyard,’ 3, 2. 

Note on the preceding Essay.—By A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, Ph. D. 

The great difficulty which one still too commonly meets in the com¬ 

parative study of the Gaudian languages, with regard to the derivation of 

their inflectional forms, is the want of continuity in the descent of the 

latter. We know them in their modern Gaudian stage, and in their ancient 

Prakrit stage ; but very often the intermediate links are unknown. These 

would have to be looked for in the popular literature of the period inter¬ 

mediate between Gaudian and Prakrit ; that is, about 700 to 1000 years 

ago. I say, the popular literature, because the Gaudians are not descended 

from the Literary Prakrits, but from the vernacular (Apabhramsa) forms of 

Prakrit. Of such popular literature, if it existed, very little has -survived 

or, at least, is known to have survived. One of the oldest specimens is the 

Hindi Epic of Chand, the Prithirdj Rasaio, which is about 700 years old. 

Moreover, this as well as nearly all of the older popular literature known 

to us is in verse, while, for the particular question of derivation, prose 

literature would be far more useful. 

Besides such fragments of survived popular literature, some help is 

afforded by those portions of the later Prakrit grammars which treat of the 

Apabhramsa Prakrit, and in which their authors have embodied many com¬ 

paratively modern forms, current in their own time, mixed up with much 

older forms known to them traditionally. This remark applies, for example, 

to the grammar of Hemachandra, who lived about 750 years ago. 

Whenever the intermediate links are wanting, it is both natural and 

right to bridge the gap by the help of conjecture, and it is nothing sur¬ 

prising, that conjecture sometimes takes differing lines and arrives at different 

results. There are, however, instances of forms, of which the series of links 

of descent is almost, if not entirely, complete; and it may be hoped, that 

gradually, as our knowledge extends, their number will increase. 

One such instance occurs among the forms referred to in the preceding 

Essay. This is the form ending in ^ # or ^ and occurring in such words 

as or ft# “behind” or “afterwards”, “ etc. These forms 
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may end in ai, or e, with or without a nasal; thus tjr!| or xtt#, qrw or 

The nasalised and unnasalised forms are equally common ; but the forms 

in ^ or xr are modern and in present use, while those in or xr are older. 

The latter are still met with in the Ramayan side by side with the more 

modern forms. Examples of both may be seen on pages 122, 123. In the 

much older Hindi of Chand’s Prithirdj Bdsau, only the forms in ^ or ^ 

occur ; both, with or without nasal, being used promiscuously. But by the 

side of them, a still older form in ^ or is occasionally met with. 

Thus ; ^ in 

I “ the men walked in pairs, one (pair) be¬ 

hind the other,” XXXY, 18, 

'YSl #rr Yq i “ Hahuli Hammir, hearing it, 

joined his hands before the king,” XXXV, 16. 

YT5J 5jtIt q | “ the king knows the whole condi¬ 

tion of the land in this part (of the country)” XXXV, 17. 

?TT qfw xfT^T«T ^r=l Y*T ^ I “ before that (i. e. sunrise) the 

warriors mounted and issued forth to the battle-field against the 

enemies,” XXXIV, 32. 

Again q in 

?TT^t f% YT^r | “ just like Gopal in the midst of his sport,” 

XXXV, 25. 

f%fq “he gave (.him) a letter, which he had written 

before,” XXXIV, 21. “ 

q^’ft I “ if ever you flee back, it will be the 

laughing-stock of the enemies,” XXXIII, 19. 

^TJT ^ JW SWR I “ on a Sunday, the seventh 

(of the month), by means of a mine, cleverly laid, the fort of 

Jambu was breached;” XXXV, 21. 

“ The Samantas in the service of their lord entered into the 

enemy’s country exactly in the same artful way as Hanuman did 

in the glorious service of Rama,” XXXV, 21. 

qq ^F«TT^<T mi I ffq l(T#t fqq «T?T mi ll “ The armoured 

horsemen were so cut to pieces, as a husband’s fortune is scattered 

by (his taking to himself) a second wife,” XXXII, 62.* 

Again 

occurs in the last quoted instance, where one manuscript has preserved 

the old form 

There is good reason to believe that these older forms in ^y> for v, were 

much more frequent in the Epic as originally composed by Chand. For 

* The printed edition has which is a misprint. 
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occasionally, where the MSS. now read v, the metre requires thus 

showing that the form y is a later one, due to subsequent copyists.* 

Now turning to Hema Chandra, we find that the usual form in 

the Apabramsa Prakrit is while by the side of it occasionally and 

occur.f 

Thus: ^ in 

fy^TW I “ for thee, O fool, who think thus, it 

becomes at last morningIV, 362, 420. 

tr ys Wlftq I “ hence I know (that) it is 

Hari when he speaks before me,” IV, 391. 

fq-^ ^Nifcri i “ when I see the lotus-face of 
'J vj t J 

my beloved, then my pleasure is complete,” IV, 332, 420. 

Again in 

*T ^gT ®fTT^ I “ without thee, beloved, the 

load does not fall, why then art thou grieved?” IV, 421, 423. 

Again in 

yjcrf% yre 5f <T NT'S I “ now let what may happen to the 

breasts of Radha,” IV, 420. 

STTRf? JfPSUT?; aftVN *1# y^ i ^ 

w 
“As long as there is this perverse mode of business among men, so long 

let the evil man engage in it, but the good keeps aloof,” IV, 406. 

Here yj^?;, y^f^ and are evidently equivalent forms, an inflection 

of the pronominal base yi^, corresponding to (see H. C. IV, 401, 

418). In Chand this inflection occurs in the modified form or 

“ then,” “ now.” 

* There is a similar case. The termination of the third pers. sing, present in Hindi 

is now y ; the older form is y, and a still older form is The latter occasionally 

occurs in Chand; e. g., TI1£T *T ftlfl’ “the flock of vultures does not 

cease (following) behind,” XXXV, 22. Similarly Yf?; “ he is angry,” *TJV “it is 

spoilt,” in XXXV, 25. In XXYI, 52 *TY '3^g “men fly up in different 

places,” we have ^3^, for as the metre requires, which shows that Chand 

must have written ^3-gy. The form in is Prakrit* 

f In the examples quoted from Hemachandra, I have substituted the anunasiJca 

( ) in several places for the anmvdra which appears in the printed edition of Prof. 

Pischel, who follows herein the MSS. That the former is correct, is shown by the metre, 

which is the well-known doJid in all those examples. Prosodically the difference 

between the two sounds is great, the anusvdra making the preceding vowel long by 

position, while the anunasiJca has no such effect. In writing Natives are apt to over¬ 

look this difference, but never in pronunciation.—In the second example (from IV, 391) 

the printed edition (and MSS.) has YYft which, as the metre shows, should be Yig 

(cf. H. C. IV, 362).—In the sixth example (from IV, 406) Y?i does not represent the 

Skr. yf?r “it goes,” as Trivikrama’s commentary erroneously translates, but the Skr. 

yyy ( nom. sing. fem. of “that” (see H, C. IV, 363); it qualifies 

X 
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Similarly —clTfff% “ so long-as,” “ token-then,” are inflections 

of the pronominal bases cTTfr, which, with the same meaning, are met 

with, both in the Ap. Prak. and in Chand, e. g., 

5IT7T fiT3®S; I rTTiT ^ *prl4 SRJRli XR ^ 3*5^ 

II “ so long as the cracking blow of a lion’s paw does not 

fall on their broad forehead, that noise of the mad, furious ele¬ 

phants resounds,” H. C. IY, 406. 

f<T I ^3tJT ^ ?IT*T II “ a lion roared 

on their left side, then Devi descended on the right (side),” 

Erithiraj Rdsau, XXXV, 22. 

Both this and the preceding set of pronominal bases correspond to the 

Sanskrit *JRfT, rJRT- 
Now this evidence shows that the Gaudian termination etc., can¬ 

not be identified with the Sanskrit instrumental termination x?;?r, but that it 

is to be traced back to the Apabhramsa Prakrit ending or 

There is another circumstance, making for the same conclusion, which 

is worth noting. There is good reason to believe that the Sanskrit 

termination y«r, whenever it was employed in the later vernaculars (which 

happened occasionally) was always felt to be a tatsama and preserved nearly 

intact. The^ vowel xj was, sometimes, shortened, but the final »r was not 

changed into a mere nasalisation of xj. In Chand the Sanskrit instrumental 

in ^*T occurs but very rarely, and always unchanged; thus, 

xgpc ST faff X? I SRYfa It “ In this battle 

success was missed through their cowardice; thereby you may 

know (that they behaved like) young women,” XXXIII, 30. 

In Bangali the forms hem “ so,” ^ Tcena “ why,” ^ cfT Tcen'na 

“ because,” 5hr jena “ as if” are still in use (see Shama Churn Sircar’s 

Bg. Gr., pp. 217, 218, 237, 238) ; here e is short, but na is intact. Perhaps 

the commoner Bangali forms jeman “ as,” teman “ so,” 

Jceman “ how” (ibid., p. 216) may be similarly explained as instrumentals 

of the Apabhramsa pronominal bases (above noticed), the old 

ending being shortened to ^«T, but again keeping the final »r intact. 

In Maithili, also, occur jena “ as,” fr^tT tend “ so,” (see Grierson’s 

Mth. Gr. Part I, p. 109, in Extra No. of J. A. S. B., 1880),:* where the 

final long ^jr is merely the Maithili way of indicating a short open d as 

distinct from % which latter is pronounced something like dw. 

There remains the question to what inflectional case the Apabhram¬ 

sa Prakrit terminations or belong. Now Hemachandra (IV, 

357) expressly ascribes the suffix to the locative sing, of masc. and neut. 

bases in a, and also (IV, 347) to the loc. plur. of all bases, whether ending 

in a or i or u. He further ascribes (IV, 341, 352) the suffix to the loc. 

sing, of all bases in i andu, and to fern, bases in a. We have therefore Hema- 

* Maithili ®T, ?Tarc, I think, contractions of the Ap. Pr, rff# (H. C. IV, 357). 
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chandra’s express authority for looking on the termination as indicating 

theloc. sing.; and since the suffix Fxf (as a locative suffix) is in all probability 

a mere variety of the suffix Ft, we may assume that, even though not 

noticed by Hemachandra, it might also be used with bases in a, just as with 

bases in i and u* However that may be, it is certain that in after times 

both suffixes and f% were used as terminations of the locative singular. 

This is proved both by the usage of Tulsi Das in his Ramayan and of the 

Maithili, as already stated in the preceding Essay, pp. 126, 130. If modern 

pandits maintain that the suffix rt is always used by Tulsi Das in a plural 

sense, they can only do by saying that when it is used in the singular it con¬ 

veys an honorific sense. But this is merely an easy method of theirs of squar¬ 

ing awkward facts with a pre-conceived theory. Pace the pandits, we must 

judge for ourselves ; for instance, taking the example, quoted on p. 123, 

there is no conceivable reason why “ not in season,” should 

have a plural sense, whether honorific or otherwise, standing as it does by 

the side of the singular fFg “ in season”. Many other examples, of similar 

undeniable singulars, might be cited. 
It may be added that in the examples quoted above (p. 160) from 

Chand the words “in this part,” “ on the seventh day,” and 

many other similar instances, cannot well be explained as anything else 

than locatives. 

However, I am not absolutely concerned to prove that every single 

modern form in v: or ^ corresponds to an Ap. Prak. locative. It is certain 

that a later period, the affixes Ft and fx? were used in a much looser way, 

as a sort of general inflectional suffix (as may be seen from the examples, 

cited on pp. 122—125), and it is, therefore, quite permissible to say, that 

the modern termination v; is used in the sense of the instrumental in certain 

cases (viz., in the regular declension of the Maithili, see Grierson’s Mth. 

Gr. Part I, p. 9). This does not apply, however, to phrases like qiw" 

etc., which can be directly traced to the Ap. Pr. and shown to be locatives. 

But in any case, by whatever particular case-name they may be called, the 

modern forms in y, ^ are direct descendants of Ap. Pr. forms in 

I will only add, in conclusion, that I am inclined to agree with the 

theory put forward on pp. 154ff regarding the probable derivation of the 

verbal noun in a or i, obi. ai or e, though I should carry up the descent of 

the oblique forms to the Ap. Pr. terminations in and 55 rather than to 

the literary Pr. termination in Thus, the obi. and (p. 151) 

correspond to the oblique and EfF (see p. 151), and I would identify 

the South Maithili and Magadhi oblique epo (pronounced ghardw with aw 

as in the English “law”) with Ap. Pr Ef*;^, while the Magadhi obi. is 

the same as Ap. Pr. Eppf%. I hope to have another opportunity of further 

explaining this view. 

* Indeed, as H. C. gives both forms (= ^^f^) and (— 

promiscuously, he virtually allows the unnasalised suffix r? to a-basos. 


